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Since the domain of data-modeling is expanding from day to day, the need for a proper designing framework is important and urgent. To achieve this framework we proposed to use the hypergraph theorem[1]; selected and compared many applications to represent them properly[2]. Since the chosen solution is storing hypergraphs in common graph-database, it generates many other problems to solve: adjusting and reimplementing hypergraph algorithms to the specific representation, optimizing data storage, etc.. [3] The usage of the framework originated from many domains: information system architecture development and design, business process modeling, enterprise architecture, ontologies, semantics and many more. This means an enormous amount of modeling schemas, disciplines, diagrams, etc.. To prepare the framework to handle everything our future research need we have to extend our core with the proper methods and algorithms. The two main topics of this paper are the following: identifying the graph algorithms and finding a possible way to implement them for our hypergraph representation.
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